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Forty-Four
Sophomores
To Be JAV.
Forty-four sophomores have been
selected to serve as junior advis-
ors for next year's freshman class,
according to an announcement last
week by Roy Heath, dean of stu-
dents.
The Dean, members of the Me-
dusa, and the president of the
Senate chose these men from over
150 sophomore applicants.
Among those sophomores select-
ed were Stuart Bluestone, David
Chanin, Joseph Cohen, W. Greg-
ory Coward, Richard Coyle,
George Crile, William Panks, Stu-
art Edelman, Samuel Elkin, Den-
nis Farber, George Feldman, Mi-
chael Floyd, George Fosque, Frank
Fowle, Daniel Goldberg, Bruce
Greene, Alan Griesinger, Malcolm
Hayward, Terry Jones, Robert
King, Stanley Kosloski, Anthony
Kupka, and Michael Lestz.
Also selected were Joseph Mc-
Keigue, Richard Meloy, Keith
Miles, Charles Miller, Douglas
Morrill, Thomas Nary, Joseph
Perta, Stephen Peters, Parker
Prout, Gerald Pryor, Joseph Rl-
ker, Lawrence Roberts, William
Shorten, William Spigener, John
Stlers, Paul Sutherland, James
Swanson, Sheldon Tllney, George
Wanty, Rlchard-rWeingarten, and
Michael Williams.
Before this selection was made,
members of the faculty and ad-
ministration along with past and
present junior advisors were sol-
icited for comments on the de-
sirability of each sophomore ap-
plicant.
In the letter asking for these
comments, Dean Heath pointed out
that the primary responsibility ofjunior advisors is to further the
Intellectual development of their
freshmen. They should do this
by "awakening the intellectually
unawakened" and by "providing
Intellectual challenge and compan-
ionship to those already awak-
ened."
Besides this responsibility the
(Continued on Page 3)
Smithy Marshall Named
In Administration Shift
Gerald P. Marshall Thomas A. Smith
'Death of God* Subject,
Of Embassy Tomorrow
by Dwight Lundgren
The recent circulation of the
phrase "God is dead" and the
concurrent Interest in it must be
attributed to that phenomenon of
contemporary Protestant thought
known, quite appropriately, as
Death of God theology. It makes
interesting news copy when three
Christian theologians (??) and a
sociologist of religion become the
most vocal exponents of the idea
"The Death of God In Our
Day" will be the topic of the
Embassy Program discus-
sion Wednesday evening.
The Embassy speakers will
gather at a reception in Wean
Lounge at 4:45 to meet their
hosts. Following the reception
the speakers, ministers from
the area, will dine at the fra-
ternities before discussions
at the fraternities and at the.
freshman forum.
first expressed in this manner by
Friedrlch Nietzsche. One Is per-
haps tempted to write off much of
what these Protestants and their
adherents say as immature at-
tempts to use verbal razzle-dazzle
Richard Sanger to Speak
On 'Age of Insurgency'
Mr. Richard H. Sanger, current-
ly a political advisor to the Pen-
tagon-on counterinsurgency, will
speak on "The Age of Insurgency*
tonight at 8:15 in Wean Lounge.
For about 3000 years the basic
patterns of society remained sta-
tic, then some 400 years ago
they began to change. Since then
we have seen six waves of rev-
olution. Mr, Sanger will discuss
the nature of the present period
o* revolt, why It differs from
past outbreaks, the life cycle of
a typical revolution, and some
considerations of what may lie
ahead.
Mr. Sanger, a retired Foreign
service Officer and Professor of
African Affairs at the. Foreign
service Institute in Washington
^•C., served under G. Mennen
Williams in African Affairs until
{us assignment to the Institute.
« Africa Mr. Sanger was head of
research and intelligence, He was
{ater assigned to the Middle East
institute Seminar on insurgency
ana counterinsurgency as a full
Professor and faculty advisor.
At the Pentagon Mr. Sanger has
acted as Dean of African Affairs
and an advisor to the Department of
State.
Upon retirement last June, Mr.
Sanger worked to finish an ab-
ridged edition on insurgency and
(Continued on Page 7)
or shock tactics in order to gain
personal attention. While there
certainly is a great deal which
should be discounted as sheer
sophistry in the movement, still
the assertion that God Is dead,
as It finds form in several differ-
ent modes of expression such as
literature and the theatre, ad-
dresses modern man, both be-
liever and sceptic, at several sig-
nificant points.
In an important way the cry
that God is dead constitutes a
challenge to take life seriously.
For Nietzsche and for others,
such as Albert Camus, it repre-
sents the idea that man cannot
realistically escape to a trans-
cendent sphere - nor should he
(Continued on Page 8)
Thomas A. Smith has been named
Associate Dean of the College and
Lt. Col. Gerald P. Marshall, As-
sistant Dean of the College and
Registrar, according to an an-
nouncement made~this morning.
Smith, formerly Assistant Dean
and Registrar, received his B.A.
from Trinity in 1950 and his M.A.
from Columbia in 1952. Before
coming back to the College as
Assistant Director of Admissions
in 1953, he taught for one year
at Dean Junior College.
Between 1953 and 1957 he held
positions as Assistant, Associate,
and Acting Director in the Admis-
sions Office and in 1958 he was
named Registrar and Assistant
to the yice-President and Dean
of the College.
Currently Smith is Secretary to
the Committee on Academic Stand-
ing, a member of the Freshman-
Sophomore Advisory Council and
a member of the Standing Com-
mitees of the Faculty on Admis-
sions, Curriculum, Graduate Fel-
lowships, and Financial Aid.
Coloneljtfarshall, whose appoint-
ment to the Administration Is sub-ject to his expected flscharge from
the Air Force In the near future,
has been Professor of Aerospace
Studies at the College since 1963.
He received his B.A. from Wash-
ington and Jefferson in 1943, having
entered the Air Force In 1942
" as a fighter pilot. In 1946 he began
doing counterintelllgence work for
the Air Force and from 1952 until
-1955 he lectured in counterintelll-
gence at the Pentagon in Washing-
ton.
In 1955 he was appointed Execu-
Senate Protests Uneven
Class Times Distribution
Richard H. Sanger
The Senate last week moved to
send a letter to the administra-
tion protesting the uneven distri-
bution of course meeting times.
It was pointed out by Robert
Fowler '67 that on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, while
there are 15 classes meeting at
8:30, there are 45 that meet at
9:30. The same type of situation
exists on a TThS schedule, with
twice as many courses meeting
at 9:30 as meet at 8:30, Also,
three and one half times as many
classes meet at 1:10 as meet at
2:35.
These examples were used to
show that many department chair-
men seem to schedule their cours-
es at "convenient" times, thus
creating many course conflicts
and preventing many students from
taking their preferred courses.
"This situation, therefore, is
harmful to the student body as a
whole and should be improved,"
the letter stated. The letter went
on further to say that "the Senate
believes that scheduling of courses
should be done by a central author-
ity in order to correct the present
defect in the system. We strongly
recommend that this central auth-
ority be established and given the
power to schedule evenly all
courses."
Meeting times for the Senate were
changed to alternate Sunday eve-
nings at 10:00. One of the reasons
for this change was to allow for
faster and more complete TRI-
POD coverage. Executive com-
mittee meetings will be held on
the Sundays between Senate meet-
ings. ' :
Michael Weinberg '67 was ap-
pointed Senate parliamentarian and
Kenneth Jue '67 was named as stu-
dent representative to the Library
Committee,
Following is- a list of the current
Senate projects as well as the stu-
dent in charge of each: Bookstore-
David Chanin (Box 36); Social
Evaluation ~ Keith Miles (Box
174); Course Evaluation — Lynn
Klrkby (Box 415); Budget —Fred-
eric Catoni (Box 321); Parking—
Penn Hughes (Box 398) and Sam-
eul Elkin (Box 70); Medical Faci-
lities ~ Peter Heller (Box 1021);
Lectures — Michael Beautyman
(Box 918) and John Craft (Box
332); Constitution revision — Stu-
art Bluestone (Box 24) and Mi-
chael Weinberg (Box 612); Tuition
Investigation — James Oliver (Box
450); Handbook — Sheldon Tllney
(Box 261); Spirit and Traditions —
Richard Ratzan (Box 555); Curri-
culum investigation— Joseph Hes-
senthaler (Box 1237); and Course
Scheduling investigation — Robert
Fowler (Box 367).
Any student interested in one or
more of these projects is encour-
aged to contact the student in
charge. Any other suggestions can
be directed to one of the Senate
officers: President David Gerber
(Box 377); Vice-President Fred-
eric Catoni (Box 321); Executive-
at-Large Keith Miles (Box 174);
Corresponding Secretary Grelg
Siedor (Box 583); or Recording
Secretary Lloyd Kramer (Box
1061).
tlve Officer of an Air Force fighter
squadron, and from 1958 until his
coming to the College he was sta-
tioned at the Dewllne Arctic early
warning radar base.
He has received commendation
medals from the Army and Air
Force, an Air Medal with four
Oak Leaf clusters for combat in
World War IL an Outstanding
Unit Award, and U.S. and Korean
Presidential Unit Citations.
Tyler, Bacon
Win NCAA's
Two Trinity swimmers made
themselves Small College All -
American champions last week
with victories In the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association's Col-
lege - Division Swimming Cham-
pionships.
Swimming in the Illinois State
College pool at Normal, Illinois,
Duff Tyler, a junior and captain
... of the Trinity squad, scraped three
and a half seconds off his New
England record time in the 500-
yard freestyle event to become
National College champ in 5:04.2.
His time was less than a second
short of a new National record.
Bill Bacon '68 grabbed the 100-
yard backstroke in :55.7, A week
earlier he lopped oveT a second
off the New England record in the
same event to win the N,E. Cham-
pionships at the University of
Connecticut in-55.0.
In other competition in the three-
day finals, Tyler snatched a fourth
in the 200-yard freestyle behind
Olympian Gary Ilman. He was also
fifth in the 100-yard freestyle,
losing to another '64 Olympic
swimmer, Don Roth. Tyler's time
in the 200 was 1:49.1, and 49.0 in
the 100-yard free.
As well as the gold medals pre-
sented for their victories at the
pool, both boys received special
silver tie-clips in a Saturday eve-
ning ceremony.
The College grabbed 3 points in
the National meet through Tyler
and Bacon and finished 10th in the
standings.
Rather than swimming the Uni-
versity division of the NCAA finals
this weekend, both boys will com-
pete in the Connecticut AAU Finals.
They will attempt regaining state
titles they won last year.
Singers Vie
In IFC Cup
Competition
Next Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in
the Washington Room, fraternities
of the College will compete for the
Interfraternity Council cup, to be
presented by Robert Morris, '16,
in the Intramural Singing Contest.
The purpose of the sing is to
"encourage better group singing
...and promote friendly relations
among the competing groups."
Each group will sing two songs,
at least one of which must be a
fraternity song.
Any fraternity may participate,
as may all non-fraternity social
organizations approved by the
Committee on Student Organlza-
(Contlnued on Page 7)
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NO SMOKING ... Michael Karp '69, master of ceremonies at
last Friday's debut of the New Collegiate Jazz Band, reminds
the audience that smoking is not permitted in the Goodwin
Theater. His lively humor helped to make the show thoroughly
enjoyable.
Horenstein Sax? Karp Wit
Star in 'Finest' Jazz Show
by Ray Graves
Steve Horenstein '69 is a man of
talent, sensitivity, and lyrical ex-
pression whose leadership of the
New Collegiate Jazz Baud lasts
Friday night at the Austin Arts
Center provided the campus and
the Hartford community with some
of the finest live Jazz Trinity has
heard In recent years.
During both sets, Michael Karp
'69, master of ceremonies, kept
the evening lively with humor that
was well directed at campus and
national issues, despite some awk-
wardness in his delivery.
It seemed at times that Karp's
nervousness was also felt by the
band as moments where a few
minor technical flaws In the play-
ing were detectable, especially on
"I Can't Stop Lovln' You" where
the horns almost played at cross-
purposes. Yet Karp's charm, wit,
and "shuffle* overcame any lapses
in delivery, while the musicians'
solid statement of "Big Band"
style and rhythm coupled with
excellent solos by Horenstein on
alto six and Nell Olsen's tenor
sax and flute made Ken Sopelak's
all too mechanical drumming at
least tolerable.
The first set's opener, "A Lot
Of Llvln' To Do," established the
tone of the band's further pre-
sentations of popular tunes In a
style that recalled the middle and
late '50's and the bands of Woody
Herman, Duke Ellington, and Stan
Kenton. "Sunday Mornln'* featured
the bluesy piano of Mark Edlnberg
'69 who proved to be a mainstay
of the quintet and septet numbers.
"Just In Time," "Li'l Darlln',"
and "Intermission Riff* were all
well executed with fine solo work
by Bob Carablllo on Trumpet.
Neil Olson's flute added new di-
mension to the Gershwin standard,
"Summertime." This reviewer was
disappointed that he stopped after
one solo and did not say more.
After settling down from a less
than spectacular rendition of "I
Can't Stop Lovln' You," opening
the second set, the band came
through In good fashion on "Pink
Panther," where Olson soloed on
tenor, Campbell read a few lines,
and Bob Taylor played a subtle
"walkin'" bass figure. "Jumpln'
Jack" saw the trumpet soloist
Carablllo trade four and eight bar
riffs with the rest of the band
In a fast-paced number.
Things really began to "groove*
on "The Girl From Ipanema," a
number done by just about every
musician these" days, but per-
formed by the New Collegiate Jazz
Band with a lilting spirit that
made It enjoyable.
"Sac O' Woe" started with the
opening written by "Cannonbail*
Adderly, but Horenstein put him-
self into the piece and came up
with a fantastic expression of avant
garde development. Taking the
melody and the rhythm out of
context, Horenstein soloed and then
led the group In music that was
without question the high point
of the evening. He can and will
go far.
Michael Karp receives special
praise for his stage presence,
humourous commentary, and- tal-
ented wit. His monologues dis-
played a multi-sided personality
capable of converting mundane
subject Into objects of mirth.
Nichols: Satisfied with Arts
Center Operations, Future
by T. R. Franklin
Arts Center Director, George
E. Nichols ID, expressed satis-
faction with the new structure and
its first year of operations. The
Center is "being used more now
than last spring and fall. Students
are taking over more now," he
pointed out.
Nichols observed that many had
expected a great burst of acti-
vity with the Center's opening last
spring. They were subsequently
disappointed when this did not
occur.
"But as a number of observers
pointed out while we were first
working on the plans, it takes
3-5 years for a center to estab-
lish Itself," added the director.
"We are beginning to understand
both the potential as well as the
limitations of the Center," Nichols
noted. He suggested that more
regular programs would be appre-
ciated by students. "But this," he
added, "takes two to three years
to develop.
"I would like to see three out-
side, theater events (one nlghters)
each semester—perhaps two dra-
mas and one musical, or visa
versa. Even a subscription series
for both students and outsiders
could be established.
"One disappointment," observed
Nichols, "has been the low at-
tendance at some of the produc-
tions, students as well as profes-
sional."
He also noted that Garmany Hall
is primarily for student produc-
tions since the sensitive and ex-
pensive equipment In the Goodwin
theater prevents easy access
there. .
Few students have had complaints
about the Center, he said. "I get
satisfaction from the students' at-
titudes toward the Center—pride
much responsibility. The Center
is now open Saturday (since the
beginning of the semester) and
longer on Sunday since the Fel-
lows have agreed to help staff the
Center gratis on Monday through
Friday nights.
"Although some Fellows are dis-
satisfied, they have been generous
In their time, showing people
around, ushering, and general
house management."
Nichols added that "the Goodwin
Fellows Is not extra-curricular,
but rather honorary. Yet it is a
service organization."
ZCnticism.
and enthusiasm. The students treat
the Center with great respect."
Some students expressed the
opinion that the Director's Office
has "exercised too heavy a hand,"
Nichols pointed out. "But the Cen-
ter cannot be turned over com-
pletely to students. We must ex-
ercise considerable control over
the theater because of the ex-
pensive equipment." •
Nichols pointed to the Jazz band
as an encouraging sign of Increased
student use of the theater. "They
went about acquiring It in the
right way," he observed,
Nichols expressed great appre-
ciation for the Goodwin Fellows
organization. "They have assumed
Memy Fine Teoching
Opportunities Available
(START SEPTEMBER 1966)
The Cary Teachers' Agency
Of Hartford, Conn.
4' l Pearl St . Office 711
Tel (2031 247-0875
Membei:'National Association of
Teachers' Agencies
TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
Sweaters
29*
« Special This Week
One Day Service
Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
• Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Wil l Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
In evaluating the ESPRIT DE
CORPS at the Center, Nichols
noted that there Is "no real sense
of community yet. I don't know
If It will develop. The sense of
community exists only within the
Individual organizations such as
the Jesters."
Noting the diversities of peoples'
Interest, Mr, Nichols stated,
"there may be no real reason
to bring them together. I would
like to see some elements come
together, however. As an example,
I think artists could help create
some of the stage sets."
Students:• Austin Arts
Center Opinions Vary
by.T. R- Franklin
"I do not think that the problems
of the Art Center stem from
Nichols, but rather from the Col-
lege," stated one student. "It does
not give him enough money to run
the Center well."
Another student Interviewed re-
cently felt that some people are
"frustrated because there Is limit-
ed opportunity for students to take
a production Into their own hands.
Part of this problem stems from
the Center's director."
"Nichols has a wider view than
students," countered Christian
Hansen '66, president of the Jes-
ters. "He has higher, stricter
standards than the exploring, ex-
perimenting attitudes of the stu-
dents. He has to see that the Good-
win Theater becomes recognized
within the community,"
"Students should recognize his
position," added Hansen, "andthen
make an attempt to combine per-
sonal desires and demands of qual-
ity." This could accelerate prog-
ress In the arts and theater at
Trinity. Students could see bene-
fits in their short residence which
would not otherwise come about,
he observed,
"There is not a strong tradi-
tion for artists congregating at
Trinity," Hansen noted. "This is
probably not the Center's fault.
But the purpose of the Center is
to get them to congregate more."
Thomas DePew '67 stated that
there "aren't enough people inter-
ested in the arts at Trinity. This
may possibly be the fault of Ad-
missions. If we had enough- stu-
dents interested, we could get
things going."
DePew emphasized that the "Cen-
ter Is only a building. Only people
can bring it alive. And the most
alive person so far was Stan Brak-
hage who was brought by stu-
dents — Sidney and Dlamant,"
There was an element of the
"fund-raising gimmick" when the
Arts Center was built, he implied.
Likewise, "people who aren't rec-
ognized by the middle class have
little public relations value. They
can even offend. The Center
wouldn't sponsor anything that is
much off-beat."
Steven Dlamant '66 cited an ex-
ample. ,He and a number of others
tried to bring an established,
avant-guard musician, James Ten-
ney, to the College, "His creden-
tials are excellent. Tenney has
held fellowships for computer
work, a National Science Founda-
tion grant at Yale for composi-
tion and research, and he con-
ducts concerts at the New School
in New York. Edgar Varese (in-
novator, conductor, composer)
' stated that 'James Tenney Is my
successor.'
"Here is an active, living, work-
Ing artist, and Trinity could get
him both easily and cheaply. But
the project was fiddled to death,"
emphasized Diamant.
William Bartman '68 felt that
Garmany is not adequate for full
student productions and that the
use of Goodwin Theater would be
helpful!
Another student expressed the
feeling that Bartman chose to use
the Chapel for the up-coming "God-
ot" production because of the re-
luctance of Nichols to permit stu-
dent productions in the Goodwin
Theater,
Bartman stated that he did not
ask for use of the Center because
Nichols would probably not have
(Continued on Page 7)
THE ALL NEW
WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
S5c
ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
99c
1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS 1.55
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS .95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 750 MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL; SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
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'Juliet of the Spirits' 'Captivating,9
FellinVs Color Filming 'Masterful9
38 Japanese Carvings
In Arts Center Display
by David C Bartlett
JULIET OF THE SPIRITS, Fred-
erlco Fellinl's first color film is
an unusualbut thoroughly enjoyable
cinematic exploration into the
human mind and emotions.
Fellini takes for his subject the
mind of a woman possesed by fan-
tasy. Her name is Guillieta, and
she is haunted by semi-fanciful
memories of her childhood and by
wierdly distorted visions which
she takes to be communications
from spirits. When she must cope
with the absurdity of her life and
the infidelity of her husband,
Georgio, she turns inward and
seeks an identity for herself in
relation to this dream world.
She is finally freed from her
visions when she is able to re-
alize that they are products of
her imprisionment in an unhappy
past and an absurd present. At
the conclusion of the film, when
she finally faces the reality that
her husband has left her, she
symbolically frees herself from
the memories which have bound
her to fantasy, and she walks
off camera and into reality.
The plot is simple, and in the
hands of a lesser director it
would probably have been inade-
quate to support a full-length film.
Fellini, however, takes his camera
inside GuIUieta's mind and ex-
plores her very soul, using the
plot only as a rather light frame-
work on which to build.
The special effects and photo-
graphy are surely the most strik-
ing features of this film. The
viewer is assaulted by a serio-
comic galaxy of distorted images,
some intended to be fanciful pro-
ducts of Guillieta's spiritual tor-
Osaka Puppet
Theater Now
In New York
Bunraku, Japan's classic puppet
theater and one of that nation's
most ancient cultural institutions,
made its New York premiere at the
City Center on March 15 and will
run, in a limited engagement,
through next Sunday. Bunraku,
which has played In Osaka for
over four centuries, is the ori-
gin of Japan's famed Kabuki drama.
Bunraku's home stage scenery, an
aesthetic treat consisting of Ja-
panese countryside and home set-
tings, forms the background at the
^ity Center for the company's 30
Puppet manipulators, singers and
instrumentalists.
Two different programs consist-
ing of famous Japanese drama,
Bury tales, plots from Koh thea-
tre repertory, and pure dance
are presented.
.The richly costumed four foot
Mgh puppets are manipulated to
«» accompaniment of sung texts
musical instruments. The
k-robed puppeteers are dynas- '
«c, with skills transmitted from
lather to son,
ment, some presented as mere
hyperboles of reality, and still
others vasclllating between real-
ity and fancy to the point where
the viewer is not sure whether
he is inside Guillieta's mind or
simply joining In her distorted
observation of the real world.
Emaciated horses, hoards of
faceless nuns, Hell-bound spec-
tral ships, and dreamlike orgy
scenes all haunt the Dantesque
recesses of Gullleita's soul, and
Fellini uses the medium of color
photography with a sharp brilliance
and a gentle Intensity which make
these dreams unforgettable. He
does not use color to produce
spectacular effects or tawdry
splendors, but to intensify the emo-
tional impact of the film.
Guillieta's visions are skillful
and
_wjP% $ • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
Dean noted that advisors are
cnarged with maintaining order
among all students In the dor-
mitory to which he is assigned.
inus, according to the Dean, a
Junior advisor, to meet his re-
sponsibilities, should be a'"well-
• developed person who enjoys the
interplay of ideas and can relate
to human beings on deeper levels"
ana who inspires confidence
among students in general."
As planned for next year, junior
advisors will be responsible for 7
o 10 freshmen, except in several
t.iS!f w h e r e two advisors will
Jointly be responsible for 15 to(2
° men.
blendlngs of natural scenery,
unique effects, and a masterful
handling of form and color by
FeliinL~HlTcbrnes as closi"as~any~
filmmaker yet has to a painter's
use of light and color on film.
Fellini does not shoot his scenes
as If color film just happened to
be in the camera. For him, color
is an exciting new Instrument in
his art. In JULIET OF THE SPIR- ,
ITS he uses this new instrument
to the limits of Its capabilities
to further his unique blending of
the commercial film and theater
of the absurd.
JULIET OF THE SPIRITS com-
bines the latest trends in the
theater with the most advanced
techniques of film making, and the
result is a startling, but capti-
vating film.
by Robert S. Price, Jr.
One of the most important arts
to come from the Orient is that of
the netsuke. In these diminutive
carvings is represented the bulk
of Japanese legend, religion, and
history.
A case containing thirty-four netr
suke and four Inro (pill box) on
loan to the College from Mr.
Allerton C. Hickmott (Hon, '58)
has recently been placed in the
foyer of the Austin Arts Center.
The kimono, which was the basic
outer garment of the Japanese
until the 1860's, had no pockets
and was fastened with a snug
sash. To carry a pipe case, to-
bacco pouch, purse, or inro, they
were secured to a silken cord
which -waspassed Inside the sash.
The netsuke served as a toggle
to prevent the cord from slipping
away. While the toggle probably
originated as a root or tooth, it
gradually developed into a highly
sophisticated art.
The delicacy of these carvings
is astonishing. Imagine an ivory
carving of a group of figures, of
which the detail Is carried right
down to the design on the clothing,
which can be concealed in one's
fist. Every surface of the figure
Is carved, even those which can be
seen only on close examination.
Each netsuke is related to some
aspect of Japanese thought. Rep-
resented in the Arts Center are
several human figures, each with
Its own particular significance,
turtles, monkeys, and fruit. There
is also a mask from the Noh-
Plays.
One half-fare ID card
is as good as another
on Eastern
to Florida
or 79 other places.
Show us any airline's youth ID card. If it's valid,
you'll pay only half price for your Eastern
Coach
 ;seat (except on April 7th and certain
days during the Thanksgiving and Christmas'
holidays). Provided there's a seat available at
departure time, you can fly off on your spring
vacation to any of our 96 destinations within
the continental U.S. Including Florida.
If you don't have such a card, and you're 12
through 21, it's a snap to get one from Eastern,
as long as your parents don't object. Fill in the
blank below. Send the blank, a photocopy of
your birth certificate or other proof of age,and
a $3.00 check or money order (payable to
Eastern Airlines) to Eastern Airlines, Dept. 350,
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Or take same to any Eastern ticket office, and
you can buy your half-fare ticket on the spot.
We'll send you your ID card later.
Mr./Miss/Mrs . :—;
Address : ,—'. .—:—
__Zip Code •
Date of Birth ' -,, • .Y
Enclosed is photocopy of: Q] Birth Certificate
Q Draff card [~J Driver's License
Q Other (Please Explain) ... ,
Name of school : ;
School address, if a resident-
-Zip Code-
Send ID card to: Q Home address Q School address
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Sociology
Sociology could very well be the most talked about and most
desired discipline not included in the College's present curricu-
cum. The feature on the next page shows how some administra-
tors and faculty feel about sociology and also shows how im-
portant other colleges in the country feel the need for sociology
in the curriculum.
A large number of faculty have repeatedly stated that any col-
lege considering itself among the top liberal arts institutions
cannot long ignore the relatively new science of sociology.
The main problem here seems to be money. However, if the. fac-
ulty were to make a firm request for sociology, the money could
and would be raised to establish a department.
If students and faculty really want sociology, and we think they
do, the only way we are going to get it is fight for it. If enough
interest is shown, Trinity can offer sociology.
The Center on Human Relations and the Students for a Demo-
cratic Society have pledged themselves to the cause of sociology
at Trinity. The Senate has set up a curriculum investigation. And
most important of all, the faculty has its committee on curriculum.
We encourage all students and faculty who think the College
needs sociology to speak with the men in these groups. Joseph
Hessenthaler'69 is heading the Senate investigation, and Messers.
Vogel, Thomas Smith, Davis, Gastmann, Mackimmie, Hoffman,
Sleeper, Langhorne, Blac.k, Leavitt, Benton, Charles Miller, and
Richard Lee are on the faculty committee on curriculum.
VJe further encourage these groups themselves to seriously con-
sider the desirability and need for sociology at the College. The
"Letters to the Editor" column of the TRIPOD will gladly enter-
tain open discussion of this matter by members of the College.
Jaxz
Those who missed the jazz concert by the New Collegiate Band
last Friday evening, missed some of the best entertainment Trin-
ity has seen in a long time. The vitality, initiative, and talent
which the group (primarily Freshmen) exhibited is an excellent
example of students organizing and presenting a show in the Arts
Center. We hope the Center will continue to encourage and foster
this type of student activity, not only in music, but also in the
other performing arts.
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'Cacophony'
To the Editor:
There is a condition on parts
of this campus that is rapidly
getting completely out of hand.
It is becoming: revolting to note
the volume of pure, unadulterated
garbage that Is being thrown out
of dormitory windows — notably
the south and west sides of El-
ton. Night after night I've listen-
ed to the cacophony of sounds
as cans, bottles, oranges, and
milk cartons clatter, smash, plop,
and rustle to the ground below.
Everyone has wastebaskets and
dally basket-emptying service—
why Is it necessary to use a
window? Do these Inconsiderate
clods think they've found the ul-
timate answer to refuse disposal?
This trash does NOT, contrary
to popular opinion, "resolve It-
self Into a dew" and disappear
before hitting the ground, to which
a casual glance will attest.
Sanford Rosenberg '68
'Blind Conformists'
To the Editor:
Speaking as a Hartford native,
college graduate, and director of
the Revitalizatlon Corps, I want
to thank the students at Trinity
who have assisted the Corps in
fighting apathy and poverty in Hart-
ford. Students from several class-
es have exhibited a unique in-
dividuality by finding time from
a hectic schedule to help Hartford
fight its urban crisis.
Some don't feel that there is a
crisis in Hartford but one third
of the students living near your
wealthy campus are culturally de-
prived and need assistance from
some of the well-educated, re-
pectable and unconcerned stu-
dents who bless your hilltop.
It is a sad case when so-called
educated people find that they
haven't any obligation, moral or
Intellectual, to assist the unedu-
cated but the attitude of compla-
cency and apathy that is flowing
through your campus is far worse
than any apathy that I have seen—
and our work ranges from Hart-
ford to Harlem.
I feel that judging from the so-
cial awareness that I have seen
exhibited at Trinity campus that
the college Is only second rate
and seems to be producing more
comfortable, unimaginative, blind
conformists than anything else.
Local high school students are
doing more to help the needy in
Hartford than your entire college.
I would be willing to debate this
issue publicly at any available
time.
Now the point of this letter is
not to tell you something you don't
already know because, most con-
cerned students at Trinity agree
that social concern and action just
haven't arrived on your campus.
I believe that many students would
care if they had the courage to
open their eyes. By so doing the
student will somewhat realize that
"Poverty of Purpose" is a na-
tional and ; a collegiate^ crisis. I
also know that the faculty and ad-
ministration doesn't deserve any
medals for social involvement.
Another reason for writing this
is that I want to acknowledge the
efforts of some of the students
on our behalf and on behalf of other
programs in Hartford which have
no connection with the Revltaliza-
tion Corps. The Corps needs volun-
teers in tutoring, youth counseling,
helping the elderly and other pro-jects and we hope that the Fresh-
men and Sophomore classes give
special consideration to our re-
quest. But the real challenge for
the students who take the time to
read their own school newspaper,
is to consider not so much what
we are doing but why we are
doing it,
A sincere reflection on this
question might cause some of
the campus to get off its smug,
almost cowardly "apathy" and
"come on down" and help us and
others face the crisis of a very
real and demanding urban chal-
• Jenge.
Edward T. Coll
CNVA
To the Editor:
The article about the CNVA (TRI-
POD, March 8) highlights the most
difficult problem in foreign pol-
icy — the combining of American
principles with our position as
both the leading world power and
Communism's ideological anti-
thesis.
Moscow and Peking have vowed
to destroy our way of life. This
ha.s been the basic stimulus behind
our foreign policy since a short
time after Germany's defeat.
The main question Involved Is
what constitutes a threat to the
U.S. and how can America main-
tain Its position as the "world's
policeman" to quote Mr, Reed,
CNVA spokesman.
One of the CNVA's main ob-jections to our position in Viet
Nam is tjiat 'the struggle poses
no danger to our country,' True,
a Communist take-over would pose
no immediate threat to the U.S.
Thus by abstaining from this dirty
little war we could reaffirm Am-
erican principles of self-determi-
nation and freedom. But the road
from Viet Nam to India, to the
Middle East, thence to Rome and
Paris and then to Washington Is
not very hard to see. This policy
of withdrawal would also be the
first step towards a threat to
humanity far greater than that
created by the present Viet Nam
situation.
If Viet Nam is not a threat to
the American way of life then
what Is? Apparently the CNVA
would allow 'social revolutions'
to occur wherever and whenever
they may. Are we thus to refute
our aforementioned heritage of
self-determination and allow the
subtle methods of Communism to
have freedom of action anywhere
outside the U.S.?
If we don't force the Communists
to realize that we will meet ag-
gression with limited military re-
sponses then our only military
alternative would be Elsenhower's
'massive retaliation'.
The alternatives to this road to
nuclear war seem to be two. The
first Is eventual complete mili-
tary Isolation and later, political
isolation cpupled with the hope
that Communist totalitarian gov-
ernments would reform them-
selves from within before making
a serious attempt at take-over of
the U.S. itself. The second choice
is limited response when and where
Communism threatens.
Since the first choice wouldn't
mean immediate isolation these
same two alternatives would pre-
sent themselves repeatedly in a
continually deteriorating situation,
To assume that Communism
would not come to dominate Eur-
ope, Africa and Asia without the
balancing pressure applied by the
U.S. as In Viet Nam seems to me
to be absurd. If one looks upon
this chain of events as ridiculous
then one Is presupposing either
that Communists would not be able
to take over or dominate these
governments or that the internal
reforms within the Communist
world would eliminate their ag-
gressive foreign policy. Mr.
George, another speaker associ-
ated with the CNVA, points to the .
reforms in the Eastern Europe
satellites and Russia as an indica-
tion of future internal moderation,
But Mr. George failed to realize
that this reform has come about
only In the face of continuous Am-
erican counter-pressure.
The very existence of a Com-
munist government is justified ide-
ologically solely on Its necessity
until capitalist governments are
eliminated. Communism must try
to expand wheneyer and wherever
by David J. Gerber
"Social life at Trinity bites."
"You mean I have to walk all
that way from my car to my
dorm? What kind of place is this
anyway?"
"A course evaluation here would
be great — Hope somebody does
one."
"Why the hell is there so much
apathy around here? Doesn't any-
body care?"
Sound familiar? These and other
such utterances resound through
the corridors, echo in the Cave
and grate upon the sensibilities
of those who do care.
How often do we hear complaints
from people who never consider
doing anything about them? How
often do we project ideals with-
out trying to see them actualized?
How often do we envision a better
Trinity — a better life — with-
out realizing that we. can't al-
ways hope someone else will
provide it. How easy it is to dream.
How satisfying sometimes com-
plaining can seem. Yet every
dream, every ideal, challenges
its very fulfillment; and every
complaint challenges someone's
concern.
Listed on page one of today's
TRIPOD are the immediate con-
cerns of the Senate and those
responsible for each. As time
progresses these projects and con-
cerns will change. Yet hopefully
the list will remain under tlie
arch for your perusal at your
leisure.
 t
All you have to do Is stop, 1«»
— and if your Ideals, concerns
and complaints grate upon your
sensibilities and challenge your
responsibility, why not see what
you can do. You will appreciate
your help, and so will many
others. If you have anything that
you want to say or do the Senat
wants to know about it.
the
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Social Crisis Evokes Need for Sociology
Sociology is people.
- "In a day of sociai crisis, Trinity
Is remiss in not having a pro-
gram of sociology," said Dr. M.
Curtis Langhorne, chairman of the
psychology department and the
Freshman-Sophomore Advisory
Council, in a recent interview.
In interviews with various ad-
ministration officials and faculty
members the TRIPOD explored the
possibility of introducing sociology
to the campus.
Registrar Thomas A. Smith felt
that a program In sociology, either
as a department or as a selected
course offering, would be a bene-
ficial addition to the College's
curriculum.
"It is obvious that our students
and faculty have become increas-
ingly interested in their relations
to one another and in their re-
lations to society. If only to de-
fine these relations and to dem-
onstrate methods by which these
relations can be improved, Trin-
ity should offer some basic work
in the discipline," noted Mr. Smith.
Dr, Robert M. Vogel, Dean of
the College, emphasized the func-
tional and financial barriers Im-
posing upon the Introduction of
sociology.
"Realistically we are talking
about a sociology' department. It
is rare that you can get people
of any quality to teach in an area
without departmental status,"
noted Dr. Vogel.
"A department means a minimum
of three men, and with salaries
and expenses that is about $50,000
annually," observed Dr. Vogel.
Dr. Vogel said that the College
Is faced with the problem of how
to provide the best education for
its students. "We must decide,"
the Dean commented, "whether
we want a larger number of small-
er departments or a smaller num-
ber of larger departments."
"There is a danger of adding de-
partments and spreading our-
selves too thin with a large num-
ber of small departments and not
being really good In anything,"
continued Dr. Vogel.
Stating that he thought sociology
would probably be a valuable addi-
tion to the curriculum, Dr. Richard
Lee, assistant professor of phil-
osophy cautioned that students too
often see only the glamour of the
discipline and forget that it is a
science with a great deal of drud-
gery attached to Its numerous
"dry surveys" and statistics.
He also agreed that It would
be very difficult to form a com-
plete department from nothing and
suggested that several men be
brought In to teach sociology with-
in various existing departments.
Because of the financial prob-
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ff Swarthmore is in the process of changing their social sciences departments and adding more courses.
Sociology: Studying Man's
Inter-Personal Relations
p£°ciol°gy is the science of so-
"ety, the science of social phe-
nomena and, specifically, the study
of man
 a s affected by and af-jectlng association with his fel-
lows.
When Auguste Comte first sug-
gested the term "sociology" in
we mid-nineteenth century he
™ .
 a
«acked by men of narrower
"elds whose domains he suggested
w» incorporated, at least, in part, •
into a comprehensive science cov-
v * m a n ' s association with man.
ti! ,un t11 t M s century have Cpm-
«> s Ideas and those of his followers
of? i l r m l y established as an ac-
cepted and acceptable science. Not
«ven today, however, are all soci-
ologists agreed on the scope of
thelr science, "
a-fTif Socla* s c l e ntists emphasize
genetics, some psychology, some
"istory. some ask "where has man
oeen and why?" Others inquire
. ™
e
*"
e i s
 he now?" And still others
ask
 w h e r e w l l l h e l e a d h l m s e l fln
 the future?"
But no matter how broad the "di-
vision of labor" within sociology
becomes, the vital factor remains
that social scientists, as distinct
from economists, geologists, po-
litical scientists, etc., realize they
must never allow their specialized
fields to blind them to the overall
picture of man and his associa-
tions, past, present, and future.
This is the single most convincing
point which sociologists can ar-
gue with those accusing them of
usurping other fields. Never do
they enter previously established
disciplines unless these fields have
a direct baring on man's myriad
relationships and associations.
Studying existing disciplines as
separate entities without the ad-
vantage of an overall philosophy
of man can never give anything
approaching a complete picture
of man, they say. The sociologist
and the well-educated layman
wants to know about man as the
Sum of his parts, not just as the
parts alone and isolated. .in association.
lem Dr. Lee noted-that It would
be impossible for the College to
hire "name" sociologists. This
would leave a choice between two
possibilities, he added, either hire
second-rate men with some ex-
perience, or young men just out
of graduate school who show a great
deal of promise. He recommend-
ed the latter course saying that
many institutions had been very
successful in taking this risk.
Dr. Roy Heath, Dean of Students,
asserted that "sociology is a le-
gitimate area of knowledge" and
hoped that a department or some
courses In sociology perhaps (or
anthropology) could be added to
the curriculum. Dr. Heath believes
that sociology Is a valuable, con-
temporary area of study and. that
courses In subjects such as social
theory, juvenile delinquency, men-
tal health, and urban development
are relevant to the problems that
we face today In society.
The Revj Alan C. Tull, Chap-
lain, said that "sociology Is cer-
tainly as valid an area of study
as psychology." Mr. Tull thought
that the curriculum should at least
Include an introductory course In
sociology. The Chaplain noted that
in many departments material is
presented from a social point of
view and does furnish a student
with a rudimentary understanding
of social problems.
Dr. Langhorne said that studies in
psychology and sociology do not
overlap, and that "sociology would
supplement, not surplant, psychol-
ogy," Dr. Langhorne said he would
recommend that his psychology
majors take at least one or two
courses In sociology If the Col-
lege were to establish a depart-
ment.
Asked why the College had not
t introduced sociology Into its cur-
riculum, Dr. Langhorne said that
the omission was "typical of the
northeast. Sociology Is one of the
.newer areas of science and often
not regarded highly," commented
Dr. Langhorne,
Mr. Smith underscored his feel-
Ing that sociology is needed on
campus, saying, "as men are drawn
by the force of their numbers and
by the Improvement of technology
closer and closer ta one another,
they seem to me to be in great
danger of finding themselves fur-
ther and further apart from one
another, and less able to cope
with the problems which arise
from the pressures of their so-
cieties."
Mr. Smith remarked that there
are many young men wandering
around the campus unable to cope
with or fully understand the dis-
ciplines of society. He proposed
that one man versed in the dis-
ciplines of sociology "serve as
an advisor to students deeply In-
terested ta, but unable to deal
with these social disciplines."
If a sociology department were
prop'osedi Dr. Vogel would suggest
that $250,000, raised specifically
for sociology, be allotted to finance
the department for three to five
years. During this time the Dean
would hope to determine where
cutbacks in other departments
should be made if the social science
were a success.
Drl Vogel pointed out that the
money to finance the new depart-
ment could not be drawn from the
regular funds without cutting back
In another area.
He recognized that the adminis-
tration must be responsive to stu-
dent and soclal demands, and "we
cannot retreat behind the position
that we cannot get the money,
but I think that the quality of the
faculty with whom you study is
more Important than what you
study."
Dr. Vogel added that he was wary
that sociology might not be a worthy
area in which to establish a de-
partment.
•4-
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CARTOON EXHIBIT -• Edmund S. Valtman, Pulitzer Prize - winning editorial cartoonist now
employed by the HARTFORD TIMES, discusses an exampleof his work with Dr. Micahel C Campo
and Charles Kurz '67. Mr. Valtman appeared on last Tuesday to open an exhibition of his cartoons
in Wean Lounge. He received the National Safety Council award for 1958, the Pulitzer Prize for
cartooning in 1962, and Gannett Newspapers' Frank Tripp Award in 1963. His cartoons wi l l be
displayed until the end of the month.
Campus Notes f
Nichols.
TRI - ARTS LECTURES
The Trl-Arts Series of lectures
on the visual arts, Jointly spon-
sored by the University of Hurt-
ford, Trinity College, and the
Wadsworth Atheneum, will begin
next Tuesday Evening with a lec-
ture by Max Kazloff, art critic
oi The Nation, on "Modern Art
and the Virtues of Decadence"
at the Mlllard Auditorium of the
University of Hartford at 8:30
P.m. '
The second lecture "Art and
Knowledge," will be given by dis-
tinguished painter Fairfleld Por-
ter on April 27 at 8;30 p.m. In
Austin Arts Center,
The final lecture of the series
will feature Henry'Geldzahler as-
sociate curator of modern art at
Metropolitan Museum, member of
the National Council on the Arts,
and commissioner of the Ameri-
can Pavilion at the 1966 Venice
Blennale. Mr. Geldzahler will
speak on "My Choices for the
American at the Venice Biennale"
in the Avery Theatre of the Wads-
worth Atheneum on May 10 at
8:30 p.m.
RELIGION COLLOQUIUM
Dr. John Marsh, principal of
Mansfield College, Oxford Uni-
versity (England), will speak at
a monthly colloquium sponsored
by the religion department.
The colloquium is scheduled for
March 30 at 4 p.m. In Mather
Hall's Alumni Lounge. Dr, Marsh's
topic is "The Biblical View of
Time."
Decorated by Queen Elizabeth
with the Order of Commander of
the British Empire, he is a New
Testament scholar of international
repute and the author of numer-
ous books, one of which Is THE
FULLNESS OF TIME.
MATH ASSOCIATION
Professor Lionard Glllman of the
University of Rqchester will de-
liver two lectures, The Recalci-
trant Police Car and Rings of
Continuous Functions.
Sponsored by the Mathematical
Association of America, Dr. Gill-
man will lecture Thursday at 8:15
p.m. in McCook and Friday at
11:30 a.m.
(Continued from Page 2)
Nichols viewed the "recording lis-
tening room as one of the most
popular facilities In the Center.
"Students have taken good care of
sensitive equipment"
One of the most successful events
In the Center was the recent Schol-
astic Art Exhibit. "Not only was
it a good exhibit, but it also
brought outsiders to the Center.
Most outsiders don't realize the
opportunities at the Center. All
are welcome to any function."
Pointing to another popular event,
Mr. Nichols felt that "people en-joyed 'dress-up' evening last year
when they could get into a tux.
It might be worthwhile trying that
again."
In discussing the problems of
the Center, Mr. Nichols admitted
that "we have made mistakes this
year. We have wounded some feath-
ers, but that can't be helped.
"Of course, one never has a big
enough budget. There is always
more money needed," he admitted,
"But we hope for a substantial
increase next year, now that the
Administration has an idea how
much is needed.-
"I suspect that the ultimate op-
eration will be bigger than the
College originally envisioned," he
added.
(Continued from Page 4)Letters.
the risk is not too great. In Europe,,
Russia has chosen temporary
peace and why not, when they feel
their ultimate victory is inevitable.
II we allow the Communist tide to
sweep over Europe, Asia and Af-
rica it would only seem that their
Ideological dogmas are after all
more powerful than the U.S. A. when
in reality we would not be losing
but father forfeiting. To ferment
meaningful agitation within Russia
and other Communist countries we
must show all peoples that we
back our principles with action.
One final and extremely important
aspect of our policy must be the
formation of a Washington-Peking
detente. This can only be realized
through a policy of active response
as was shown in post-war Europe.
The policies put forward by the
CNVA would allow Chinese foreign
policy to become more aggressive
and thus escalate the chances of
nuclear war.
Jeffrey Wilkinson '69
'Opinions*
To the Editor:
All are entitled to their opinions,
but personal ones need not be flown
beneath the banner of Trinity Col-
lege, as were those of Messrs.
Minot and Gardner with their sign-
ing of the "Open Letter on Viet-
nam" published in the NEW YORK
TIMES, February 15, 1966.
Exception must be taken to most
all of the opinions included therein
and a considerable number of the
alleged facts. The letter claims the
Vletcong is synonymous with the
Vietnamese Front of National Lib-
eration. This Is not so. The term
"Vietcong" is a South Vietnamese
slang term meaning Internal sub-
versive. The Vietnamese Front of
National Liberation, called by
North Vietnam the National Front
for Liberation of SOUTH Vietnam
CNFLSV), was first announced by
Radio Hanoi on January 29, 1961
long after the guerrillas resumed
their activities south of the de-
militarized zone. It Is, simply, a
political front established to cloak
the VC In • a mantle of apparent
legality.
Its mission was determined by the
Lao Dong " of North Viet-
nam to take up "the
sacred historical task to
overthrow the U.S. Diem clique"
(Radio Hanoi, January 30, 1961),
It made its own first statement on
March 10, 1961 announcing that a
guerrilla offensive against the gov-
ernment would be started to pre-
vent the holding of the April 19
election for President of South
Vietnam, It concluded with the in-
ternally contradictory statement
that it would "fight with every
means the dictatorial regime set up
by the Americans" and that It
stands for "the PEACEFUL re-
unification" of the country. How
can one propose, as did Minot
and Gardner, "acceptance of the
NLF as a full participant in ...
planning the elections" when they
have demonstrated with their first
breath a complete aversion to that
process?
The letter claims no peace can
be achieved except one that ends
the so-called civil war by a settle-
ment among Vietnamese in South
Vietnam. This Is in complete dis-
regard to North Vietnamese acti-
vity and Involvement south of their
border as demarcated by the 1954
Geneva accords signed by the North
Vietnamese. Consider the. report
of the ICC of June 25, 1962;
"... there is evidence to show that
armed and unarmed personnel,
arms, ammunition, and other
supplies have been sent from the
zone In the south with the object
of supporting, organizing ami
carrying out hostile activities,
including armed attacks, di-
rected against the Armed Forces
and Administration of the Zone
in the South ... there Is evi-
dence to show that the PAVN
has allowed the Zone in the
North to be used for inciting,
encouraging, and supporting
hostile activities In the South,
aimed at the overthrow of the
Administration In the South."
The letter goes on to refer to
the extent of the American and
North Vietnamese invasions. A
distinction must be drawn between
those uninvited bearers of the
historically aggressive Commun-
ist ideology and the response to
a call for defense made by the
head of the South Vietnamese gov-
ernment. Diem's letter to Presi-
dent Kennedy of December 7, 1961
read in part: "....Vietnam is not a
great power and the forces of In-
ternational Communism now ar-
rayed against us are more than
we can meet with the resources
at hand. We must have further
assistance from the United States
if we are to win the war now being
waged against us."
Donato A. Strammlello '64
(Ed. note - Mr. Gardner,'when
asked about this issue, stated
he did not intend to represent
the College when he participated
in the "Open Letter on Viet-
nam." He said that the men-
tion of the College in the letter
was only for the purpose of
identification.)
ACLU Defends Right to Dissent
Expressing concern that "over-
zealous security officers who can-
not distinguish between the citi-
zen's right to protest the poli-
cies of his government and ..."
actual conduct harming national
security, the American Civil Li-
berties Union has called Presi-
dent Johnson's attention to a "dan-
gerous trend Inducing fear and
limiting freedom."
Noting several recent Instances
arising out of reaction to the
Vietnam war which indicate the
collection of information by se-
curity officers based on politi-
cal association and belief, the
Union asked the President on Feb-
ruary 8th to "Instruct all gov-
ernmental agencies and particu-
larly their security officers, that
the right of dissent, the core of
our First-Amendment guarantees,
must be scrupulously observed."
Specifically the civil liberties
group asked that (a) no indivi-
dual's opinion on American policy
shall be regarded as a factor in
determining,..loyalty or security
status; (b) nor should any such in-
formation be collected...in any se-
curity file..."
A major statement by Mr. John-
son himself last November that
Americans have the right to cri-
ticize their government's foreign
policy was lauded by the civil
liberties group, as was another
statement by Assistant Attorney
General Fred M. Vlnson, Jr., that
the Selective Service law "cannot
be used to stifle constitutionally-
protected expression of views."
But after pointing as indicative
of a trend, to the Inflammatory
statements made last fall by Se-
lective Service Directors that stu-
dents opposing the Vietnam war
face loss of their draft deferment,
the ACLU letter noted the following
incidents:
1. Four hundred letters on the
subject of Vietnam demonstra-
tions, which had been addressed
to the White House, were turned
_over to the Internal Security Di-
vision of the U.S. Department of
Justice. "We object," the letter
to the President said, "to the rout-
ing of letters constituting expres-
sions of opinion to an office deal-
Ing with. ..subversion.
A citizen receiving a response
from the Internal Security Divi-
sion will surely think twice the
next time he wishes to express
his views to his government. He
will be fearful, correctly we fear,
that his name may be deposited
In some 'subversive' file."
2. In ordering the American Com-
mittee for the Protection of the
Foreign Born to register as a
"communist front," the Internal
Security Division of the Justice
Department charged that it "has
supported the views and policies
of the Communist Party with re-
spect to the war in Vietnam."
"What...concerns us," the ACLU,
wrote, "is the danger inherent In*
citing a position on the Vietnam
war as an example of subversive
activities... Any organization which
has expressed public dissent over
our Vietnam policy (or our foreign
policy in general)might be faced
with a similar charge."
3. Another Incident with similar
implications was the security-
clearance challenge of an officer
candidate In one of the military
service academies, partly on the
basis that his brother had opposed
Involvement in the war in Vietnam.
The ACLU had protested on be-
half of the candidate, whose se-
curity clearance was subsequent-
ly granted. "However," the letter
pointed out to Mr. Johnson, "there
still remains the fact that ...such
an allegation, whether true or
false, Is bound to accelerate a
dangerous trend toward reducing
fear and limiting freedom."
The fact that two of the three in-
cidents described deal with
charges based on Information col-
lected by security officials or
investigative agencies gives rise
to this significant question, the
ACLU said; "is the FBI, the De-
partment of Justice, or any in-
telligence agency collecting, filing,
or recording in any other way,
as derogatory Information the fact
that individuals or groups have
expressed disagreement with or
protested over Vietnam policy?
(Surely similar lists are not being
kept, filed or collected on those
persons or groups who have sup-
ported government policy in Viet-
nam.) The examples we have de-
scribed leave the impression that
this is what is happening, and this
we submit Is detrimental to our
civil liberties.
"The incidents which we have
cited above may be isolated. We
are alarmed, however, that they
may reflect a return to the pat-
tern of the 1950's when much
opposition of citizens to the pol-
icies of their government was
treated as disloyalty, subversion
and worse. Whether or not these
Incidents are isolated, we bring
this matter to your attention, Mr.
President, because we believe they
are Intrinsically Important and
require consideration and cor-
rective action at the highest gov-
ernmental levels."
Sailing Lecture
The Trans-Atlantic and Fastnet
(England) races will be the topic
of a slide lecture by Norris u.
Hoyt, a prominant sailor ana
teacher of English at St. Georges
School in Newport.
The lecture, to be given in tne
Projection Room of the Austin
Arts Center, on Thursday at '
p.m. will center on Mr. Hoyt s
experiences aboard the 45-Xooi
yawl "Figaro" for the 1965 races.
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McPhee Calk Defense
Key to Lacrosse Season
Trinity lacrosse fens will see
a new brand of play in the up-
coming 1966 season.
For the past three years, All-
Amertcan Joe Barnard, Henry
Hopkins, and Lou Huskins headed
an attack oriented team. Gradua-
tion, however, has changed the
blue prints, and defense is the
vjord this spring. Coach Chet Mc-
Phee is not too disturbed about
this turn of events, for he feels
that in All-New Englander Alex
Levi, Bill GIsh, Colin Studds, and
All-New England goalie King Hur-
lock, he has the best defensive
unit in New England.
Once again Trinity will rotate
several mid-fields in an attempt
to run the opposition in circles.
Last season the squad used this
method effectively and had a very
successful 8 - 1 record as well
as their first victory over Am-
herst 6 - 4 .
This year the mid-fielders will
have to jild the attack more than
in the past. Jack Brown, Andy
Whlttemore, Dan Haden, and Rich
Ratzan will be carrying a large
part of the burden this season.
As they go, so go the. Bantams,
for the team must score to
win.
Tom Seddon and Tom Sanders
will be backing them up along
with sophomores Larry Roberts,
Joe MacKelgue, Jim Payne, and
Steve Peters.
Other sophomores who are likely
to ' see plenty of action are de-
fens.eman Bill Barton and on at-
tack John Staples.
Starting on attack are letter-
men Marty Gall and Rick Rath
along with Bruce Fraser, who
led the frosh in scoring last
year. These players will have
to make up in speed what they
give up in height, If the Bantams
are to become a strong threat.
Over the semester break the
squad travels to Baltimore where
from April 1 through 4 they com-
pete against Swarthmore, Dela-
ware University, Loyola, and
Bowling Green. These games
should give an indication of the
type of season ahead, as well as
get the men In shape for the
opener against Amherst April 16.
Amherst as well as Wesleyan,
Union and M.i.T. always field
strong teams and should prove
to be the big games this season.
College to Administer
Selective Service Tests
The Selective Service College
Qualification Test will be admin-
istered at the College on May 14
and 21, according to Thomas A.
Smith, associate dean of the Col-
lege.
This test, which will be given
nationwide on these two dates and
on June 3, will provide local draft
boards with Information to help
them decide upon student defer-
ments.
The test will not be administer-
ed at the College on June 3.
However, the University of Hart-
ford and the Hartford Branch of
UConn will be giving the test on
that date.
Mr. Smith stated that the Col-
lege will be able to accommodate
approximately 300 examinees on
May 14 and about 700 examinees i
on May 21. Students who plan to
take the tests at the College on
either of these dates_should plan
to be free from 1:30 a.m. until
noon. The test ls of three hours
duration.
Applications for the test are ex-
pected to be available at the Re-
gistrar's office on April 6. Stu-
dents can choose the examination
center at which they will take the
tost.
This examination, developed and
administered by the Science Re-
search Associates of Chicago, will
include questions testing compre-
hension of short expository pas-
sages understanding of word
meanings and of relationships be-
tween words, ability to read sim-
i«e graphs, and skill at solving
mathematical problems.
Students have the option of de-
ci«ng whether they wish to take
the test. A student may take the
test only once.
Scores on the test will not In
themselves determine eligibility
for deferment. Local draft boards
will probably balance the test
scores with the other facors on a
registrant's school record.
In similar tests given before
1961, high school seniors or col-
lege undergraduates who scored
In the 70th percentlle or better
were usually deferred. According
to THE NEW YORK TIMES, some
local board officials in Washing-
ton have said they have not re-
ceived any information about the
minimum score for the 2-S classi-
fication. These officials do be-
lieve, however, that standards
similar to those previously used
will apply to the new tests.
Presently draft boards grant a
2-S deferment on the basis of.
whether a registrant is a full-
time student, is making "satisfact-
ory jjrogress" in his studies, and
has an acceptable relative standing
among other registrants in school.
Students taking the test will be
fingerprinted when they report for
the test. No student who is with-
out his Selective Service regis-
tration certificate or his notice
of classification will be admitted
to a test center.
Sing,
(Continued from Page 1)
for.;uhe a w a r d l s £ i v e n solely
notf^ e^q u a l I t y o f t h e ringing,
not for the choice of songs.
At least 73% of the members
°, ,
a n
, organization must partici-
pate hi the contest for the or-
ganization to be eligible to win
hn! fu P l S m a l l e r groups may sing,
out they are ineligible for the cup.
£ (?iareilce Barber has made
elf available to assist the
ups m their choice of music.
tea* l*dges o f Ms yea r ' s con-
estwiUbeMr. Frank
 E . House,
fiav \ h e Loo«rts School, and Mr.
sEL M o y l a n and Mr. Gordon
cou b o t h g r a d u a t e s o f t h e
Experienced
Secretary
Desires Typing
wil l pick up & deliver
Call 242-8298
proof read &
corrected
Johnson
& Grandqhl
Auto Body Repair
Quality workmanship
at a reasonable price.
Rear 47 Main St.
Hartford
 C a j | 522-9072
i t 'S SPRING AND ... Before coach Chet McPhee (extreme left) could give the lacrosse team
any instructions for the up-and-coming spring season, he first had to explain to them how to shovel
off their f ield; after a l l , the ball doesn't bounce well in the snow. Once the field was cleared,
the team got down to business of preparing for their spring trip to the south and the start of the
season.
Library
SPRING VACATION HOURS
Thursday, March 31
8:30-11:00
Friday, April 1
8:30 - 4:30
Saturday, April 2
9:00 - 5;00
Sunday, April 3
CLOSED
. Monday - Thursday, April 4-7
8:30 - 4:30
Friday - Sat., April 8-9
9:00 - 5:00
Sunday, April 10
CLOSED
Monday, April 11
8;30 - 4:30
Tuesday, April 12
8:30 - 10:00
Wednesday, April 13 .
RESUME REGULAR HOURS
Sanger
(Continued from Page 1)
counterlnsurgency that is expected
to be published late this spring.
Mr. Sanger's lecture ls spon-
sored by the Arnold Air Society.
THE QUESTION IS:
AM I A HAS-BEEN OR
A NEVER-WAS?
YOU NEED
HELP,
CHARLIE
BROWN
THE NEW
CARTOOM BOOK!
by Charles M. SchulzONLY at your college
bookilore
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
Reactions. (Continued from Page 2)
permitted him to use Goodwin
Theater.
Jesters' president Hansen felt
that the Center can pose a real
opportunity for students. "It ls
going to make students want more
courses, especially theater
courses so that the time they spend
•will not be solely extra-curricular,
but part of their studies.
"Trinity drama can't go much
further and still be college the-
ater without courses (even tech-
nical), incorporated into the cur-
riculum; •
"I would hope," Hansen em-
phasized, "that the expansion of
the curriculum in this area
wouldn't encumber working in the
theater with so many requirements
that it would become mere aca-
demic exercise.
"It should remain a place for
flexible expression, open to all
students."
Turning to the Jesters, Hansen
noted that the organization "is
in the process of growth. Those
who are actively interested are
getting others involved which may
spark Initiative In yet others."
"The Jesters," continued Hansen,
"need to solidify more than they
are presently, so that theater Isn't
broken up into a lot of tasks, but
rather working with an 'esprit de
corps.' This will provide more
artistic unity to productions and
reduce the patchwork quality."
Speculating on the future of the
College's thespians, Hansen felt
that the present group of fresh-
men will probably continue with
the Jesters. "The Center and the
good facilities will probably help
hold the group together.
"The permanent theater should
tend to coalesce people who would
otherwise drift away if working
on occasional productions, as was
the case in Alumni Hall."
,s
COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(just West of Summit St. Sate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Piekup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - ! 0 p.m. Weekdays » 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212
V I S I T !
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street
featuring the Finest
In Sandwiches & Ice Cream
BIG BEEF AWFUL AWFUL
50c 3&c
As soon as you get your date call the
SIESTA
M O T E LN E W 1 N S T O N , C O N N E C T I C U T
Catering To The Trinity Man
call 666-3301
III
Jr
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Embassy.
(Continued from Page 1)
want to do so. The existence of a
God or any metaphysically trans-
cendent realm robs lite ol a sig-
nificance and deprives mankind oi
a radical seriousness towards his
day to day existence and conse-
quent responsibility for it. Such
a circumstance as well as in-
tellectual honesty demands that a
man live "the death of God."
It Is essential that a Christian
hear these words and allow him-
self to be addressed by them. His
reply, If he Is to distinguish him-
self from those who would assume
a totally atheistic position, must
follow along the lines that Diet-
rich Bonhoeffer, the German pas-
tor and theologian, began to out-
line before he was executed by
the Nazis In 1945:
"We must not gloss over the
ungodliness of the world, but ex-
pose it in a new light. Now that
it has come of age, the world
Is more godless, and perhaps It
is for that very reason nearer to
God....
"During the last year or so I
have come to appreciate the
'worldllness' of Christianity.,..I
don't mean the shallow this world-
llness of the enlightened, of the
busy, the comfortable or the las-
civious. It's something much more
profound than that, something In
which the knowledge of death and
resurrection Is ever present."
Bonhoeffer wished to show that
the God of the Bible is He who
demands of man a total Immer-
sion in this world as the arena
of human creativity and responsi-
bility, He is one who in denouncing
"graven Images" demands that man
not seek security In Idols no mat-
ter what form they might take,
but rather courageously 'affirm
life In relation to those around
him. This is the God who will
not allow man to make an idol
of himself. Radical involvement
in life demands that wherever
it is seriously asserted that God
Is dead, the question be raised
- which god is dead?
MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks
243 Zlon Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
527-9644
diamonds, watches, silver
smart habit1,
shop savitt!
35 Asylum St., Hartford
For the
Finest
Haircuts
go over
the rocks to
Trinity
Barber
Shop
Jones-Elton Quadrangle
To Be Re-Landscaped
Dean Kelsey, associate comp-
troller of the College, announced
this week plans to re-landscape
the Jones-Elton quadrangle. The
work, which was to be done as an
extension of the South Campus
landscaping but was delayed be-
cause of the weather, will be start-
ed during Spring Vacation.
Like South Campus, the quad-
rangle will be paved in hexagonal
stone, which should provide a con-
tinuity between the sections. In
addition there will be a large
cluster of twelve Linden trees,
and a smaller grouping, probably
four, of the same trees.
Beds of ivy will be planted near
the two buildings, but the rest of
the area will be paved. Bench-
like walls, with openings for pas-
sageways, will be built along the
north and east sides of the quad-
rangle.
Mr. Kelsey hopes that these addi-
tions will make the quadrangle
more full and lush, and at the
same time enhance the appearance
of Jones and Elton halls.
SDS NATIONAL SECRETARY-
Paul Booth, 22, Swarthmore,
says, "We fill the void left by
the nonexistence of an adult
left."
SDS Secretary
To Speak Here
Paul Booth, National Secretary
of the Students for a Democratic
Society, will speak Thursday at
4 p.m. in Krleble Auditorium on
the relationship between the
S.D.S. and domestic problems in
the United States.
Booth, a 1964 graduate of Swarth-
more College, will be presenting
a talk complementing that of Carl
Ogelsby, president of the S.D.S.,
who spoke here in February about
United States' foreign policy.
The talk will be sponsored by the
Trinity Political Forum and the
S.D.S.
The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.
In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way as the Wasp had done in the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58-
powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F- l l l variable-
geometry fighter aircraft.
n
and
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recog-
nized as the major reason for the Company's con-
tinued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment.. < all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero-
space, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur-
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements, arnassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-
ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi-
bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further en-
hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa-
tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL . CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING . PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY
• CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS . ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS.
TRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt & Whitney Rircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Emplayif, M t f
